Tobago

Clean, green,
safe and serene
The Caribbean island of Tobago, which is a 20-minute
flight away or a two-and-a-half hour ferry ride from
Trinidad, is completely different from its big sister island.
While Trinidad focuses mainly on attracting the
business traveller and investors and shaping itself into
an international convention centre, Tobago
concentrates on soft tourism.
Tobago wants to be known as the Capital of Paradise :
clean, green, safe and serene.
And with some justification
For its small size it offers a wide range of tourism
pursuits from water sports to trekking, hiking, birdwatching and retreat holidays.
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Tobago is the smaller of the two main islands that make up the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago. It is located
in the southern Caribbean Sea, northeast of the island of Trinidad and southeast of Grenada.
Tourism is concentrated in the southwest of the island, around Crown Point, Store Bay, Pigeon Point and Buccoo Reef.
This area has large expanses of sand and is dominated by resort type developments.

Tobago has many idyllic beaches around its coastline, especially those at Castara, Bloody Bay, and
Englishman's Bay.

A personal view

A shut-eye and a dreamy smile

The facts
Getting to Tobago

by Shobha Gallagher

The logo of the Tourism department
of Trinidad and Tobago has a crimson
red sun melded to a yellow sun that
has a shut-eye and a dreamy smile.
The red sun is reflective of the high
energy of Trinidad and the mellow
sun is indicative of Tobago where you
can de-stress, unwind and absorb the
surrounding peace.

A hippy ambiance
Kariwak Village a quiet lodging place near Crown Point Airport was our first
halt in Tobago. And a great introduction to the island.
Hummingbirds flitted by in close proximity and hovered around the carved
out coconuts that hung from the beams.
The hippy ambiance of the hotel with its holistic health facilities enhanced
the soothing calm of the locale known for its yoga retreats, tai chi,
meditation practices, spas and massage treatments.

Crusoe’s island?

The best way to travel to Trinidad and
Tobago is by air.
There are several airlines that have
direct flights from USA, Canada, the
UK and other islands in the Caribbean.
Domestic flights connect Tobago with
Trinidad, and international flights
connect with the Caribbean and
Europe.
There is also a daily fast ferry service
between Port of Spain and
Scarborough.
Visas are not necessary for USA, UK
and Canada.
There are several 20-minute flights
between Trinidad and Tobago by
Caribbean Airlines.
Visitors can also use the inter-island
Fast Ferries.
There are two to four departures daily
from both islands. But come Carnival
time, it will be wise to book the ferry
well in advance.
Trinidad and Tobago is also becoming
an attractive destination for luxury
cruise ships.

Where to stay
myTobago.info is the definitive guide
to holiday stays on Tobago
www.mytobago.info
Kariwak Village
Believed to be the Robinson Crusoe island, this 21-mile long and sevenmile wide cigar-shaped verdant place derived its name from the Carib word
“tavaco”, a y-shaped device used by the natives to inhale smoke from the
tobacco leaf.

www.kariwak.com

Coveted by all concerned

When to go
The high tourist season is between
January and March that peaks in
February due to the Carnival time.
Booking flights and hotel rooms well in
advance at this time is crucial.
The rainy season lasts from June to
November and the dry season from
December to May.
Since Trinidad and Tobago are
outside the hurricane belt, it is
generally safe from severe storms
though way back in 1963 Hurricane
Flora devastated much of Tobago’s
rainforest.

What to do
Originally inhabited by Amerindians, Tobago was coveted by the Spanish,
British, Dutch and French who fought many battles to gain control of its
fertile and luscious island fringed with coral reefs.
By the time Tobago finally ceded to the British in 1814, it had changed
hands thirty-one times. The economy during the colonial days of the
British from 1768 onwards was solely dependent on sugarcane plantations.
Many African slaves were brought in to work in the fields of sugarcane,
cotton and indigo. It was a period in time when the sea traffic to and fro
made it a busy shore land.
After the collapse of the sugar industry in 1877 Tobago was joined to
Trinidad in 1888. Both Trinidad and Tobago became independent of
England in 1962 and was officially named the Republic of Trinidad and
Tobago in 1976.
Fort King George with its canons built by the British in 1777 still faces the
waters – a grim reminder of the multiple battles that took place on its soil.
The compound also includes the Tobago Museum with displays of
Amerindian artefacts, colonial relics and fossils from the distant past.
In contrast to Trinidad’s cosmopolitan mix, Tobago’s population is primarily
African Caribbean - the descendants of the slaves and indentured
labourers of colonial times.
The folklore and fables of African roots still prevail in the communities and
several rituals relate to honouring their ancestors.

Birds in paradise
The position of both the islands – 10 miles off the coast of Venezuela
makes them an ideal stopover point for migratory birds.
Tobago is a birdwatcher’s haven with over 210 species of birds such as the
mockingbirds, hummingbirds and woodpeckers.
Since Tobago was also once attached to the mainland in ancient times, it
has been gifted with a rich rainforest and biodiversity landscape.
The Main Ridge Rainforest being the world’s oldest protected rainforest in
the Western Hemisphere

Diving
Tobago is a laid back, sun, sea and
sand Caribbean island.
It also has some of the best diving
sites in the Caribbean and is the most
southerly of the Caribbean islands
which have coral communities.
There are three wrecks located around
its shores, but the one usually
considered the best is the Maverick
Ferry, which used to travel between
Trinidad and Tobago.
The wreck was purposely sunk for
divers, and so all the doors and
windows were removed.
The waters around the island are also
home to many species of tropical fish,
rays, sharks, and turtles.

Teeming with marine life

Climate
The average daytime temperatures
hovers around 32 degrees Centigrade
(90 degrees Fahrenheit)

The outflow of the Orinoco River, the Atlantic Ocean and the Caribbean
Sea has created a spectacular range of coral reefs and the magic of an
underwater world teeming with iridescent marine life.
Tobago is also the second largest nesting area for the endangered giant
leatherback turtles that visit the shores to lay their eggs between March
and June.

Sun, sea and sand
The island still maintains its small
community life of fishing villages and
subsistence farmers. But the world of
tourism is nudging the shores.
Tourism is now one of the biggest
industries reportedly accounting for 46
percent of the island’s GDP and a
sizeable number of the native
population work in this industry.

It’s easy to market Tobago as a tourism destination with its ring of South
Atlantic coral reefs, beach, sun, sea and sand.
Pigeon Point beach is especially popular among tourists. Snorkelling,
scuba diving, water-skiing, game fishing, wind surfing, surf boarding, wind
gliding, sailing and boating or just lolling under a colourful umbrella on the
sands are some of the relaxing activities.
With its abundance or nature and beach settings, it has also become an
ideal location for weddings and honeymoons.

More information
www.visittobago.gov.tt

Recently plans are underway to
expand accommodation facilities with
the increasing growth especially in
domestic tourism.
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